Design and Build Chatroom Application as Student Consultation Media Based on Android
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Abstract—To support the government’s program in preventing the spread of COVID-19 virus, it is expected to reduce direct communication between fellow students and lecturers. The purpose of this research is to create interactive media that can provide consulting service for students with academic advisor (PA) without direct contact. It is expected for this research, students can be more proactive in interacting with their academic advisor in discussing academic and non-academic problems. The method used in this research is using Android Studio and Visual Studio Code as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and using a no-relational (NoSQL) realtime database on firebase. The advantage of this research is that the system to be developed does not use physical servers anymore but all databases are stored in the cloud system. The result of this research is chatroom application consisting of 7 modules namely application login with username and password, searching user, chatting user, list consultation, student input consultation, edit data consultation, and account setting.
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1. Introduction

College as an educational unit providing higher education has a strategic role in educating the nation’s life and advancing science and technology with the application of humanities values as well as sustainable culture and empowerment of the Indonesian nation. The strategic role makes higher education institutions a place of learning for students and the community as well as an educational forum for future leaders of the nation. This is in line with the mission of the Ujung Pandang State Polytechnic (PNUP) to be able to empower human resources on a going basis and to create noble academic community.

In order to educate the nation’s life, each university is expected to lead its students to achieve academic success, career planning, and social life so that the assistance and role of Academic Advisor Lecturer (PA) is needed. Academic advisor can affect the academic success of students and is the key to the progress of student development. PA becomes a liaison between students and universities where the success of a university is based on the success of its graduates.

Research in [1] suggests that the role of PA lecturer is more for guidance in the academic field and not yet on non-academic guidance. The majority of students think that PA lecturer function to consult about academic problems so that only few consults with PA lecturer with they encounter problems, especially about non-academic problems. This condition is due to the lack of pro-activeness of students and lecturers in communicating, especially during the current pandemic, as well as students’ doubts about the confidentially of the problems they share, so they feel ashamed to express them directly. Seeing the conditions, technology-based alternatives solutions are needed to provide consulting services to students.

To overcome the problems mentioned above, several studies have been carried out previously. Ref [2] created a decision system to facilitate student consultation with academic advisor in terms of choosing courses. The research is based on Android operating system and the method used is NodeJS and DBMS MySQL. Research in [3] discussed about online counseling websites for students in SMAN 1 Gresik. The method used is by using online counseling website, making it easier for BK teachers and students to conduct counseling outside of school hours. Research [4] which made an identification system and increased mental health resilience for
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students. The method used is a JSP-based web application and servlets as well as a MySQL database.

Research in [5] aims to create a web application for the relationship and interaction between students and their teachers using the real-time peer-to-peer communication (WebRTC) method. Ref [6] aims to create chat application for smartphone without force close but has not been able to make voice and video calls and cannot sends documents. Chat application between user to communicate with each other using text media are introduced [7]. The result of this study indicates that this application can be used to chat and send pictures but cannot be used for voice calls and video calls. Research that conducted in [8] aims to create a chat application so that users can receive and send information in form of text. This research uses a method based on the XMPP and Openfire protocols as a platform and uses the Kotlin programming language as the backend and MySQL as the local database server.

Different with the previous studies, this research allows students and lectures to conduct consultations through chatroom application in academic and non-academic fields for benefit of students’ self-development. To make it easier to use, this research is carried out based on Android. This research employs Android Studio and Visual Studio Code as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and using a no-relational (NoSQL) real-time database on firebase. Android Studio provide tools for testing, app development phases and unified development publications to build apps on all Android devices [9].


This student consulting application also uses a real-time database on firebase where its database is no-relational (NoSQL) so that data changes can be done automatically. Another advantage on this research is that all databases are stored in the cloud so that it can be accessed anywhere and do not require a physical server anymore. Student can access this application through username and password. Users can access this application through the username and password previously provided.

II. Research Methodology

A. Data Collection Technique

Data collection is conducted through two methods:

1. Direct Observation by looking at the consultation activities carried out by Academic Advisor (PA).
2. Literature Study by reading references from previous research.

B. System Planning

The design of system uses the concept of Object Oriented Design (ODD) with UML. Login system for this application is by using email authentication system on firebase and the sign-in method using google email. Admin can set login authentication on firebase. In general, method for authentication login via email and password as follows:

```java
static Future<SignInSignUpResult> signInWithEmail({String email, String pass}) async {
  try {
    AuthResult result = await _auth.signInWithEmailAndPassword(email: email, password: pass);
    return SignInSignUpResult(user: result.user);
  } catch (e) {
    return SignInSignUpResult(message: e.toString());
  }
}
```
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Apart from being a chat communication medium between academic advisor and students, a Chatroom application can also be used as a data storage medium for student consultations. In general, the methods used for storing student consultation data are as follows:

```java
CollectionReference reference = Firestore.instance.collection('task');
await reference.add({
    "email": firebaseUser.email,
    "title": newTask,
    "duedate": _dueDate,
    "note": note,
});
```

An overview of the application design as follows:

1. Use Case Diagram

   Use Case Diagram in the design of application is depicted in the following figure:

![Use Case Diagram](image1.png)

   Figure 1. Use Case Diagram

2. Activity Diagram

   Use Case Diagram in the design of application is depicted in the following figure:

![Activity Diagram](image2.png)

   Figure 2. Activity Diagram

3. Database Design

   For data storage using Firebase Realtime Database. Firebase uses JSON tree, database design in the design of application is depicted in the following figure:

![Database Design](image3.png)

   Figure 3. Database Design
4. User Interface

User Interface is an application display that be created where users can run application and store data. User Interface in the design application is depicted in the following figure:

![Figure 4. User Interface](image)

C. Testing

Testing to ensure the system free from errors. This research using a black box for testing. The test results are carried out with adjust the program design output and expected results.

III. Results and Discussion

The result of this research is a chatroom application that can be used to communicate between academic advisor (PA) and students which consists of the following modules:

1. Application Login
   Module for login into application by using username and password.

2. Searching User
   Module for searching user when starting chat.

3. User chatroom
   Module for starting chat between academic advisor and students.

4. List Consultation
   Module for saving list of student consultation, student problem data, and date of consultation.

5. Input Data Student Consultation
   Module for inputting student problem data after consultation with academic advisor.

6. Edit Data Consultation
   Module for edit student problem data in application.

7. Account Settings
   Module for show profile user, update profile, and logout from application.

View of chatroom application is depicted in the figure 5. The tests carried out show the suitability between the program design and the appearance of the application program. Testing is done by looking at the success of the functionality of the login page, search page, conversation page, consulting data input page, consulting data testing, and account settings page.
Figure 5. View of Chatroom Application

iv. Conclusion

Based on the design and implementation of the chatroom application as well as inputting student consultation data based on Android, it can be concluded that through the chatroom application, academic advisor can reduce physical contact with students because they can communicate online via mobile application. Modules created in the chatroom application can run well so that it can be used to communicate between academic advisor and students. Confidentiality of student problems is guaranteed because data consultation can only be seen by academic advisor. Through the student consultation data input module, it is easier for academic advisor to manage their students' problems.
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